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 (KXPI KUTV) KMCC's sister channel two (KSAN KUTV) and KMPH are owned by Compass Media Corporations. References Category:Television stations in Colorado Category:Independent television stations in the United States Category:Television channels and stations established in 2002 Category:2002 establishments in Colorado Category:Denver Broncos broadcasters Category:Denver
Nuggets broadcasters Category:CBS Sports Radio stations Category:CBS Radio Sports Category:National Football League on the radio Category:National Football League on the television Category:National Hockey League on the radioQ: Does randomization automatically balance, or is there a "best" way to balance a randomized experiment? Many questions on SE relate to (say) a randomized

experiment where the treatment assignment of interest is a function of some kind of random factor. Often, this random factor is generated by a random number generator, and the entire experimental design is supposed to "balance" the random variable. One may define "balanced" as "it is very unlikely that any possible combination of attributes are more or less frequent in the treatment groups than in
the control groups". Obviously, this definition is too simplistic, but it may be useful as a heuristic to start with, and one can come up with more refined definitions later if needed. In a randomized experiment, the control group is known, and the treatment group can be considered a black box to us. (We have the output, but not the input; the input is the random number generator that we don't have any

information about.) The "balance" of a randomized experiment is defined as the expected difference in the frequencies of outcomes between the two groups. The question is whether or not there is a "best" way to achieve balance, and whether or not the statistical model one uses to analyze the results is affected by the degree of balance. So, is "balance" sufficient to guarantee that an experiment is
unbiased, or is it necessary that the experimenter plan for balance in order to achieve unbiased results? A: Not only is balance not sufficient to achieve unbiasedness, I can provide example of a design that balances but still yields biased estimates. In particular, one can make a "double-blind" randomized experiment with paired data: each person A and each person B has a unique "ID" and the

experimenter does not know whether the subjects are A or B. Then one randomly assigns all 82157476af
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